
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Helen perceived that her brother spoke _________ moodily.1. rather

Tom was _________ sure they were fixed wrong.2. quite

His tone was _________ ragged, for all his reassuring words, and we knew
he was as shaken as the rest of us.
3. rather

It was something about the treasure, _________ evidently.4. quite

She unlocked a drawer, and proceeded to investigate her finances
_________ anxiously.
5.

rather

But they were now _________ sure they were on its track.6. quite

In her the hope was _________ genuine.7. quite

Before we left the spot, everybody was _________ serene.8. quite

The day before yesterday, do you know, I still was not _________ clear
about it all.
9. quite

When he had _________ finished he returned to his den.10. quite

_________ disappointing, to say the least of it, to find that she had no
more connection with the case than just that.
11. Rather

She was still looking _________ frail and delicate, but there was an
expression of hope and joy in her face, that had never been there in the old
days at the ranch.

12. rather

I've got one clue, but a _________ puzzling one.13. rather

Sir John, of course, was _________ satisfied with this arrangement.14. quite

But at the first suspicion of mystery she withdrew into herself _________
haughtily.
15. rather

But Mrs. Gregg was _________ content with it.16. quite
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She is _________ aware now she cannot recover.17. quite

Tea was _________ ready, in fact waiting for her, when she came in.18. quite

Beside it sat a long lean man in very muddy clothes and a _________
disreputable-looking hat.
19. rather

Gossiping is talking about things people don't want known, and generally
things that are _________ unkind, to say the least of it.
20.

rather
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